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GENERAL (HART OF THE PLANET MARS BY iFLAMMARION AND ANTONIAD! 
(From "La Planete Mars" Tome II) 

Fig. 1. Mars. 
P. D. Bevis. 10-in. refl. 
160 X, 3::nX. . h Feb. 28, 1950. 6 35m. 
C. M. : 330°. 

Fig. 2. Mars. 
s. Ebisawa. ?-li1. refl. 
160X, 240X. 
Feb 5, 1950. 21h 15m. 
C. H. : 330. 

Fig. 3. Mars. 
u. H. Haas. 6-in. refl. 
188X. 
March 13, 1950. 6h 3~. 
C~ M. ': 215°. 
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DO YOU HANT A HAP OF THE 1100N? 

vle have mentioned in this pamphlet from time to time the map of the moon 
recently made by Mr. H. P. Wilkins, the Lunar rirector of the world-wide British 
Astronomical Association. It is by far the most detailed map of the moon known 
to the editor~ Published on a scale of 100 inches to the moon1s diameter, this 
map is in sections, there being in all 22 charts each about 21 inches square. 
The map may be purchased from Mr. Wilkins; his address is 35 Fairlawn Ave. , 
Bexleyheath, Kent, England. An unusual feature is that Mr. Wilkins is constantly 
keeping the map up to date by adding new features on the master - copies as 
clefts, craterlets, hills, etc. not previously known are discovered and con
firmed. 

The editor has felt for some time that charts 21 inches square are e::cel
lent in one 1 s files but are rather tmwieldy for convenient use when one is ob
serving at the telescope. He is glad to a..11nounce that there is no\.,r available, 
with Mr. Wilkins 1kind permission, a set of photographic copies of the sections of 
Wilkins 1 map on a reduced scale. The photography has been done by The Stevens 
Agency, 202 South Broadway, Albuquerque, Ne\.,r Mexico; and the photographic copies 
have been pronounced excellent by a number of persons qualified to judge. (The 
Stevens Agency is doing the illustrations in this r'amphlet.) Wilkins r map is 
shown as it was in 1946. The copies are about 8 inches square and are on paper 
of good quality. They are thus extremely handy for use at the telescope and can 
easily be bound in a notebook. The cost of the set of charts is twelve dollars. 
For two dollars more there will be furnished a transparent jacket for each chart; 
these will give good protection from dirt, dew, etc. Orders may be sent either 
to The Stevens Agency at the address above or to the editor. 

It is realized that many students of the moon will be financially tmable to 
buy the set of photographic copies of Wilkinst map of the moon, a~though the 
prices quoted above do not appear unree.sonable in view of initial ~ expendi
ture of time in copying the map and e:~ected very small sales. It has hence been 
suggested that the photographed map might vu~ll be published in future issues of 
,!~e Strolling Astronomer, one section per issue. The whole map i-Tould thus be 
available after 22 issues. By subscribing to fhe Stroll~_!stro~~ for two 
years for a price of six dollars, all persons desiring to have this !.]lap-and all 
students of the moon should have it -would obtain it at no extra cost whatever, 
thus saving twelve dollars. We are anxious to hear from our rec:,der~ i-That they 
think of this proposal. It appears to us to be a unique opportunity to obtain a 
most excellent map of the moon. 

PRINCIPLES OF ENVffiONNENTAL ADAPTATION AS APPLIED TO POSSIBLE LT.mLR PLANTS ------- ---.......----- -
by James c. Bartlett, Jr. 

(Concluded from February issue) 

If water vapor exists in a thin lunar atmosphere, why is it not detected in 
the lunar spectrum? Principally (if existing) because the telluric lines of 
water vapor are so strong as to mask coincident lines in the lunar spectrum. It 
may be recalled that for this reason it has been extremely difficult to demon
strate water vapor in the spectrum of Mars, though the quantity in the Mm·tian 
atmosphere must greatly exceed that in the moonts. It must be remembered that 
all planetary spectra are simply solar spectra to which have been added absorP
tion lines characteristic of elements or compounds in the planetary atmosphere. 
'Where· these. coincide with telluric lines and Hhere the substance is more abundant 



in tho earth's atmosphere, it becomes extremely difficult if not impossible to 
distinguish the planetary absorption. 

It is often claimed that if water vapor in any quantity exists in a l1.mar 
atmosphere it would be visually demonstrated by the formation of clo11ds and 
would, moreover, all be pre8ipitated out as snow during the frigid lunar night. 
Neither proposition is necessarily sotmd. Much more is involved in the formation 
of cloud than the mere presence of ivater vapor. Certainly there is no spot on 
earth where atmospheric water vapor must not be greatly in excess of the lunar; 
but there are quite a fmv terrestrial regions where a cloud is a decided rarity. 
As for a ~~iversal precipitation,thisrests upon the assumption that the assiGn
ed night temperatures are valid. 

Moreover, it cannot be said with absolute finality that local precipitation 
is Eot cbserved. The behavior of some white areas in relation to th"' sun strong
ly suggests the deposit and melting - or perhaps sublimation -of snow or hoar 
frost deposits. The striking difference in color and brightnes::. bet-vreen the 
peaks and flanks of the great mountain systems has sugr·ested to more than one 
observer that the high peaks are capped i·rith perpetual sno-vr. The peculiar glit
ter of some formations a..nd areas strongly resembles sun-glare on ice. Pickering 
thought that extensive ice deposits could be traced upon the moon, while Fauth 
convinced himself - if no one else - that the entire moon was covered with a 
thick layer of ice. 

The question therefore remains an open one, with the balance of probability 
favoring the existence of water vapor on the moon. tvould the quantity present 
be sufficient to meet the requirements of living organisms? To this no certain 
reply can be made, because: a ) calculations of the qurr:.ti ty of -vrater vapor 
above the lunar surface must involve so n:any assumptions that the result is apt 
to be more or less worthless; and b) the water requirements of any given organ
:isn depend upon its metabolism and organization, neither of which in relation to 
J:~:.nar organisms can be known to us. 

It may be pointed out, however, that 1:1i th terrestrial organisms the -vmter
requirement percentage varies over an enormous range. Many forms can get along 
vii th astonishingly snall quanti ties of' water-and that for long periods of time. 
It is worthy of note that this is particularly true of specialized forms of 
terrestrial plants, the xerophytic succulents such as the cacti. Not only are 
"t'1e water requirements of such plants small but they tnay pass safely through 
prolonged periods of drought. 

But suppose that liquid water is unobtainable. Is any principle know 
1hereby a vegetable organism may extract water vapor from the atmosphere and re
c_-lce it to liquid water? Yes indeed l .And this is done every day among the 
highest forms of terrene vegetables, the flowering plants. A whole tribe, the 
epiphytes, which includes certain of the orchids, lives well above ground and 
often in trees. Their roots, consequently, are all aerial - but that is not 
their only peculiarity. A."'long other things such roots are equipped with special
ized condenser cells (who would have thought itl) which take up vaporous water 
::ud Condense it to liquid water. In passing it may also be remarked that such 
singular plants appear to get along on astonishingly small quantities of food, 
so much so that many people naively believe them to exist on air. 

So far as adaptive principles are concerned, therefore, the supposed absence 
of 1i.quid vmt.er does not appear to be a fatal bar to lunar vegetation., 
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The_Prob]:~!£....2.LLunaE Ecli~~ Ch~. One of the favorite arguments against 
lunar vegetation is the fa.ct that there are no major eclipse effects noticeable 
in the hieh-sun dark areas. 

Two points must be understood clearly in relation to thj s argcur.ent: 1) The 
expectation o: ·1~!/i~ ecli:)se ef:~ects rests entire:~:,r '.J.pon tr1e a:cs:1m~Jticn that the 
moon 1 s surfc;_c~n tGrr,peratt.ro faLLs severe.l hundred degrees durinc; ec:;..ipse. 2) The 
thought that lunar vegr;t.at:'co:l would shovJ some type of sle,"p·l'PS~Jonce or death
response to an ec:lipse is ba::;ed upon the U."lconscious idea th' : the organization, 
metabolism, and morphology of a lunar plant necessarily resemble those of its 
terrestrial analogues. 

A '!:lout point 1 it may be said, among other things, that there is considerable 
observational evidence to suggest that nothing like a fall from .f.214 ° F. to -2000 
F. actually takes place during eclipse. A drop of from 120° F. to 32° F. in 
terrestrial desert areas is sufficient to exfolia.te g:~ani te and split asunder 
huge rock masses. 'I'his is n fall of only 880. l'iorc3ovei·, it is a co:c1paratively 
gradual fall. Of what nature are the lunar cr·o.s ~&l materials to Hi thsta.nd a 
.?...rop 2L!2..C?!!f.~--!±-QQ~_in ~:!:2 ... .t.s::~~.S. and yet emerge completely intact? Remember that 
this is more than 30 p~£_2}}i':::.;.to :. But gra::.1ting that ti:1ey could actually with
stand the contraction implied, what should be the fate of such contre.cted matter 
uhen SLJ.ddenly struck by the full heat of restored norm as the shadovr lifts? Yet 
the most d.elicate spire, the sharpest peal\, the most delicately poised landslips, 
come out of the shadow unaltered ••• and they h~we been doing it for unguessed 
eons of time. Something is wrong in this picture somewhere" 

.As to point 2, there is, of com"se, no reason vrhatever to suppose that the 
organization of a lunnr plant would specifically resemble that of a terrestrial 
y.,lant. Indeed there is every reason to suppose that it would not, Fo:v the 
organization of protoplasm into definite tissue systems and organs is governed 
by and is a consequence of the environment. The organism must be in harmonious 
relation to its environment, and the lunar environment is obviously so different 
~hat it must require very different orders of organization. 

The expectntion, therefore, that lunar vegetation wul1l i s:ww a type of 
response to eclipse which would be true of terrestrial veget.J.t:.0n (granting the 
supposed conditions) is seen to rest upon a very slender if nc-r. fallacious faun ... 
dation. But let us inquire into this matter a little more closely. What would 
be the nature of the anticipated eclipse effects? At the d:i.stance of the moon 
only a few effects could even be discerned. The suspected surface mic;ht emerge 
from the shadow blanched and pallid; the color might be different; or the af
fected area might show a radical difference in surface pattern, But to bring 
such effects about only a fevr alternatives are possible, Either the vo:;:ete.tion 
vJOuld wither down to grmmd level and shrivel up; or, if foliated, the foliage 
would collapse; or the plants en masse would change color. -·--··-

VJithout presuming to suggest anything specific with regard to the morphology 
of possible lunar plants, it may be pointed out that in the terrestrial environ
ment leafy plants are characteristic of hmnid climates. This is because in the 
r:resence of abundant water dense foliage is an asset permitting a high rate of 
transpiration, and it also enables the plant to elaborate food extensively. 
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On the other hand, Q~der xerophytic conditions (as in dry deserts) foliage 
of any kind is commonly absent or at best is reduced to rudimentary forms. The 
plants - even of the hic;hest orders--- approach in type to the simple thallo~ 
phytes which show no distinction as between root 1 stem; and leaves but are mere~ 
ly thalli, or bodies. Such are certain types of cacti, some of which are simply 
coluwns while others assQ~e a globose form, both commonly being quite large and 
in the coltunnar forms assuming tree-like dimensions. It should be noted espec
ially that the bodies of these cncti assQme the functions performed by leav~, in 
.foliated r:lan~s. 

The moon is certainly very dry in relation to the earth~ thougt perhaps not 
quite so dry as its morticians havepronounced it. Still, it seems a reasonable 
assumption that a lunar vegetation would be better adapted to its peculiar envi
ronment by a thallophytous type of organization rather than by an elaboration of 
leaves or fronds. 

It is clear that this would have a critical bearing on the question of 
eclipse changes; for if lunar plants in gross morphology resemble their nenrest 
terrestrial analogues, then the likeliest single cause of a major eclipse change, 
namely the collapse or falling of foliage, ~ld be complet~~bs.~. 

But might not the plants themselves collapse? If tender and succulent they 
very probably would - if you can imagine a tender, weruc-bodied plant existing in 
Ghe rigorous lunar environment. If fortified-by an internal skeleton of lignin 
(as in some desert cacti) there is no reason why they should collapse. The 
point is that there is no ~essarz reason to suppose that they ~ust · collapse, 
even granting the precipitous temperature drop assigned to an eclipse. As_ to 
change in color, little can be said~ Organisms suddenly frozen solid - as they 
vmuld be in less than 60 minutes at the assumed rate of temperature drop-rE'.ther 
tend to preserve their color. 

At any rate, forthe reasons given above, it does not follow that an eclipse 
on the moon would necessarily produce any major effects on surface pattern or 
color of the high-sun dark areas. The corollary is that the observed absence of 
such effects does not, as is hastily assumed, indicate the absence of a lunar 
vegetation, 

We have seen that given the ascribed conditions of the lunar surface~vmich 
nre not necessarily the true ones - adaptations are possible it. principle to all 
of them. Does this mean we are free to assume that such a vegetation does exist? 

Not at all. The moon actually may be as barren and as lifeless as the. te:cts 
unanimously picture it. 'What has oeen attempted in this paper is to show that 
principles of adaptation are kno1vri to exist whereby protoplasm£oU1~ be adapted 
to the supposed lunar environment and that organisms could survive both-of the 
theoretical extremes of lunar temperature and could even be accommodated to an 
atmosphere lacking in oxygen and to a surface lacking liquid water. 

It comes down to this. Theoretical lunar conditions do not necessarilyfbr-
1-id the existence of a lunar vegetation.· Therefore,- it is legitimate to inqtiire 
v.hether such a vegetation exists. But its demonstration belongs to observation, 
not theory. The principles of adaptation herein considered·assure us that posi
tive observational evidence is worthy of· serious credence, whatever anguish it 
may cause the theoreticians or whatever violence it may do to their cherished 
s.nti.-lunar botenical theories. 
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PostscriE~EY Edit£!. The editor wishes to thank Dr. Bartlett very much for 
his stimulating article about possible lunar plants. It is hoped that r·eaders 
of The Strolling !stronomer ·have enjoyed this series of· articles. It was very 
interesting to learn from Mr. E. L. Forsyth ·of Fallbrook, Calif. that they pro
voked alively discussion at the February meeting of the Los Angeles Astronomical 
Society. }fuatever the final word may be about the e~1stence and nature of lunar 
Plants, the editor would consider Dr. Bartlett's discussion of the problem much 
the best that he has ever read, 

Perhaps some members of the A~·L.P.O. would like to correspond with Dr~ 
Bartlett about possible lunar plants or other matters. His address is 300 No. 
Eutaw St., Baltimore 1, Haryland. 

METEORITIC§_ OR ORNITHOLOGY? 

On pp. 505-6 of the December, 1949, Popular Astronomz Dr. c. P. Olivier 
discusses possible interpretations of a dark object seen against the moon by Mr. 
John J. O'Neill on the evening of October 2, 19/f) (E. s. T. date). The same ob
ject was mentioned on pp, 7-8 of our January issue, Dr. Olivier sugr;ests that 
Hr. O'Neill's object may have been a giant meteorite- about 13,000 miles away, 
~e are indebted to Mr. O'Neill for a very detailed description and discussion of 
the object, 

The editor has wondered whether what was seen was not merely a bird pro~ 
jected against the moon. He is the more inclined to this opinion because he has 
observed doz eris of dark objects against the moon during the· last 10 years ; nih 
many of them the bird~form or wing-action has been apparent, and the natt~e of 
the rest has been inferred by analogy. These dark objects, which he regards as 
birds, were seen against the moon with-relatively very great frequency at the 
time ofthe autumn migratory flights down the Rio Grande Valley in 1946 and 1949. 
On a few occasions someone else observing with the editor has commented upon the 
:, s.ssage of birds in front of the moon, Moreover, E. L. Forsyth VJri tes that he 
cften saw birds as dark objects passing in front of the sun when he was observ
ing at Needles, Calif,, beside the Colorado River, 

In correspondence with the editor Mr. O'Neill has expressed his doubts that 
the object was a bird, partly because he nad a very definite 'impre·ssion that its 
shape was not that of a bird. In a letter dated January 15, 1950-he supplied 
the table reproduced below. The height of the object above the earth's surface 
corresponding to certain distances is here computed from tha moon's height of 
about 300 when the object was seen. "The corresponding sizes depend upon an 
angular dimension for the object of 411 • 7, determined by comparison to lunar 
craters. The corresponding velocities depend upon an estimate that the object 
transited a chord of the lunar disc in three seconds, a value chosen after ex
periments with a stop watch. The velocities given further suppose that the path 
of the object was perpendicular to the line of sight; otherwise, each velocity 
would exceed the value in the table by an unknown factor. 

f!eight ~istance from Observer Size ~city 

1;500 Ft. 3,000 Ft. 0.82 in. 5.0 m.p.h. 
3;000 6,000 1~64 10~0 
5;000 10;000 2.72 16.8 

10,000 20;000 5.43 33.6 
20,000 40,000 10.88 67.2 

(The editor has roughly checked these values and has found them correct.) 
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We ne:~t summarize :tt.r. 0 1Neillrs discussion of the table. Such common birds 
as robins, thr11.sh.es, and bluejays have sizes nerr 5.5 inches.; the corresponding 
velocity · is· about 35 m,peho, which is rea~onable, but the corresponding height 
of 10,000 feet or more is excessive, Larger birds such as Gull'S, hawks, crOI·IS, 
etc. range in size frr)m 10 inches upward. There is then required a flying height 

·near 20,000 feet, whJ.ch is very excessive, and a veloci·cy of about 70 m.p.h.; 
which. is most. unlikel~r. (If the unknown velocity-factC'r mentioned above is 
operative, the velocities required become more unlikely s"LiJ.l~) Briefly, ive find 
no clear-cut plausible agreement among height, size5 a:1d velocity in the bird 
situation. 

1-'Ir. O'Neill concludes that the bird hypothesis is :Unprobable. The editor 
. must agree that the fic;ures cited c;ive it no sup')ort-though perhaps the data aJ."e 
·.not accttrate eno11gh to justify a completely final rejection. 

THE HOON AND SATURN 

.In Japan T. Saheki and S. Hurayama are actively studying a faint illumina
. tion of the limb of the earthli t hemisphere of the moon o At 9h 15m on J anuory 

.. ~~0 and at 9h om on Janue.ry 21,: 1950 (Un:i.versal Time here and later), there were 
remarked several bric;hter patche·s on the east li1~b; but these i:Iere apparently 
not the same on the tuo dates. (The moon was new on Januar~r 13.) A tiny spot on 
the southeast limb on January 21 i.Jas compared to a star of the eighth magnitude. 
This. limb-ilhrrnin.ation is not a new phenomenon; e:":planations advanced in the 
past include lunar atmospheric effects and contrast-illusions. H:c", Sahe~=i pro
poses that we here may have either lunar c:urorae or fluorescent material. He 
ur~es that close attention be given to the who,le face of the moon at total lunar 
oclipsos and to the east limb at total solar . ecli·, ses. In late A:rril an.d late 
liay the position of the evenin~ crescentic moon will be favorable for a search 
f0r this limb-brit;htening, . 

We have in past issues made nention of dark bends on the Halls of the lunar 
crater Proclus. ·These ·were observed byE. E. Hare Hith his excellent· 12-inch 
reflector on December 2::~, t()49 at colonrritude 7°. (Colonc;i tude is a meastlre of 
the solar illumination of'themoon; It is.the eastern longitude of the sunrise 
terminator, measured at the moon Is equator all the 1vay o.round.) Vir., Here noted: 
liTHo dark str~aks begin at an elonc;ated dark spot in the nr)rth-c~ntral floor, 
one running due north to a darkish ·spot on the north \·;:ll from which a faint 
north\-rest ·streak .continues to the rim, and anothor darlc streak curvin0 toviards 
the west wall and continuing to a dark spot just ~:Jelow the rim. · The latter ap.-. 
pears to be a ridge shadow. A third dark stroak diverges from the ridge shadow, 
running due east to a shallow depression." 

. On December 29 at colongi tude 190 Hare desc:cibed CE~.lippus as follows: 11This 
Al:oine crater contains. quite a bitof detail not recorded on the maps. A wide 

... valley_ crosses the floor from south-to northwest. Midway, a narrovr cleft branch
. es off· at ric;ht angles a'1d leads 'to the northeast wall. Three parallel ridges 
H8re noted in the ,north floor, as Wel;J_ as a dusk:r stain in the SOUtheast~ II 

D. 0 1Toole has. been puzzled· by so.me results secured on thewalled plain 
Fracastorius ~ith his 6-inch reflector. On·Deoember 25, 1949, at c·olongitude 
330°.8 he saw· a large amount of detail on the floor, includin·g many hills; but 
the only crat.er .seen lay near the ~outheast wall. On December 27 at 354°.7, and 
thus''with higher lighting, he perceived clearly on the floor twb 1deep craterlets, 
one to the southeast of the central mountain and the other to its north. O'Toole 
had previously drawn what certainly appear to be the same two c:caterlets on 
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August 31, 1949, at: colonr:;i tuc~e 3530.1, which crater lets had not 0 been seen on 
August 29 or 30. Do they, then, become much mqre prominent near 354? .Lnd if so, 
for what reason? 

Much of the following d:i.sc·1r sian of Canon will best oe understood by refer.;. 
ence to Reese's map reproduced·as Figure 1 on pg •. l of t]1e·February issue. This 
map gives the nomenclature used here. 

One rather cu::-ious puz2:le of recent months re7..&tos to the appearance of 
Streak 8 (see map) with d:'.fferent apertures. E.E. Hm.~e ·t.J'i th a 12-inch reflector 
and L. T. Johnson with n. 10-·tnch reflector have found S faint, diffuse; incon.:. 
spicuous, and possibly composed of two markings; but F. E. B:rinckman and E. J. 
Reese ivith 6-inch reflectors have found S conspicuous, nerrow, and very dark
indeed, shadow-like. One might instead expect that a feature really very nar.;. 
row and very dark would seem diffuse and indefinite with the smaller telescopes. 
There may· be a significant analogy, hoi.J"ever, 1-rith :what Antoniad~ and his follol-r
ers have asserted about the canals of Hars; they say that features actually 
faint, diffuse, and discontinuous 12.91f intense, sharp, and . continuous inth in
adequate apertures. We mirht also r:1entiun D. O'Toole's experience with a mark
ing on Mercury on October 22, 1949 (pg. 6 ofMarch issue); it was seen as a very 
intense dark streak in poor seeing and apneared much wider and much less dark in 
momentarily better seeing. It would be of interest to determine whetl~er the re
sults of o'ther observers confirm or refute the difference in a·,J:-;c;ro·ance of Streak 
S with eii:cferent apertures. 

Another puzzle ·concerns the height of the vrest -vrall of Canon above the 
floor. Nr. Reese has meas1.ired the \-ridth· of the morning shadow on more than 100 
of his original drawings as a percentage of the distar,tce from the -vrest rim to 
the east rim. He finds that the shadow reaches to the center of the floor at 
colongitude 11°.5. It can be computed that the sun's angular altitude above the 
center of the floor is then 12°.5 (assuming the sun on the moon 1 s equator, as it 
is on the average). If we use 7 miles for the east-1-'rest radius of Canon, it fol
lows that the height of the vrest wall is 8, 200 feet~ This value disagrees very 
badly with Schroeter! s measured depth of Conan of 3,450 feet. vlhy? It mic;ht be 
interesting to determine the depths of other lunar. craters b~' the siinple method 
here outlined and to compare the results with past meas1.1.res. A reo.der l18.ving 
access to a telescope equipped -vri th a fil~ mic::-omet,er could do valuable i-mrl~ on 
the diameters, heiGhts or depths, and-geographic positions of lunar formations, 
which are often only poorly a·etormined. Perha~s this projeqt i'>lill appeal to some 
of our members. · 

· Observations by E. E. Hare with his 12-inch reflector. indicate that Fault B 
may really be the· shadow of a ridge. · jJho.tever the nature of the fea,ture, the 
"overlying haze" 1-rhich often. caused breaks in -B for Reese. in the past has been 
large~y or 'CJholly absent in recent·months.· On November -1 and. 2, 194'1, near co
longitudes 340 and 46° respectively, Reese,and Hare independently found Fault B 
continuous and unbroken along its whole length. Hare on November 1 called B 
,the most prominent·marking 6n the floor." On November 30 B· was. unbroken and 

. conspicuous to Reese and L. T. Jonnson near 'colonrritude 26°·;· though ·Johnson 
thoueht it darkest and most prominent near its southwest -.end. On December 30 
near :31° Reese again saw Fault B unbroken, though -Johnson atalri1ost the sarie time 
found it conspicuous in its southwest.half a:nd visible at its northeast end but 
invisible in between~ Hare t s dravring on the same date ma~r shovr only the south
west half of Fault B. 
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It must be admitted that drawinc;s of Conon by different obse-~''!fTS often show 
displeasinrly great differences. At the sa:,Je time our current A. L. P. 0. studios 
have revealed examples of diff'ere,:ees in ap1)earance at the sar,:e solar lightine; 
for >:hich the evide:tce is ve:cy strong indeed, at least iri the editor 1 s opinion. 
Their cause must presumably be sow,;ht i.n ch2.nges of some kind on the s:1rfe.ce of 
the moon. Thus Hare on April 19, 1948 at colongitude 3~~?5 found Streak S quite 
conspicuous and Cleft V difficult; but when he was using the same telescope on 
Septem"ber 3, 1949 at 33?6, he could net see S al thoue;h the seeing -vras c;ood 
enouch to shm·r V. On April 18, 19/1-8 near 200 Reese and Hare found V ye,~~y E!.Q.::-
:::1:.!2_"!:~~ and S quite invisible, although they had seen S before and Here j_nto!:ll:l.Y 
looking for it; but Reese on March 9, 19/+9 at 21° and on May 7,19/,9 at 20° found 
S clearly visible and approximately as conspicuo11s as V. On April 7, 1949 at 15~0 
Tfcese saw a surprisingly larco bd.ght area in the exact center of tl1e floor, an 
object drawn and comrrented upon by H. E. Haas with an 18-inch refractor on Oct
ober 28, 1941 at 13?9, Is it the central peal: of some past observers o-!: Conon? 
On October 1, 19Le9 at 15<?4 Reese could distinguish nothing of this bric;ht area 
2nd thinks that "a real change is strongly indicated here." 

From late January to late March the planet Saturn was observed by P. D. 
Bevis (12-inch refractor, 10-inch reflector, 6-inch reflector), F. E. Brinckman, 
Jr. (12-inch refractor, 8-inch reflector, 6-inch reflector), T. 1. Cave, Jr. (8-
1.nch reflector), T. Cragg (12-inch refractor, 12-inch reflector, 6-inch rrJflec
tr;r), s. Ebisawa (7-inch reflector), vi. H. Haas (6-inch reflector, 12-inch re
f~ector, 17-inch reflector), E. E. Jiare (12-inch reflector), 1. T. Johnson (10-
inch reflector), S. ~;urayama (8-inchreflector), D. 0 1 Toole (6-inch reflector), 
and T. Saheki (8-inch reflector). The 12-inch refractor mentioned in several 
p1aces C'.bove is at the Griffith Observatory in Los Anr,eles, Calif'. The 17-inch 
reflector is Hr. Paul R. Engle's instrument at State College, :rm.J I'1exico. 

The transits of satellite Tite.n on Jenuary 31 and February 16 uere obse:Y.'ved 
l·y Haas with his 6-inch reflector. On January 31 the Qbserved time of central 
r:ceridian transit was 7h 21m, while the mean of the :i_nzress and eg,ress times is 
7h 12m. On February 16 the observed t:L'le of tre.nslt \·ro.s 4h 53m, >.Jhile the nean of 
ingress and egress times is -here i)l 53m. Both transits occurred at hie;h Saturnian 
lntitudes. Titan was very dark hear the central meridian of Sa.tnrn, though less 
black than a shadovr. On both da:tes Haas was surprised to be acJle to see Titan 
as a notably.dark spot on the limb only a few minutes before the predicted time 
of egress. He was surprised because in the transits on November 28 and December 
11+, 1949, Titan was invisible to him in the sar.1e telescope and vri th comlX'rable 
dnospheric conditions for 30 minutes after ingress. The ~:;enerel Saturnian back
grmmcl against vJhich Titan was seen was apparently no brighter in the Janu2ry 31 
e:1d February 16 views. May it be that Titan itself was dimi11er? Is it pos::dble 
that the surface br:Lcrhtness of Titan ve.ries substantially with changes in its 
&trnosphere? The other satellites of Saturn are naturally far more difficult to 
soc in transit. Hare vlith his 12-inch reflector in poor swing on JanuEry 23 
had "no definite view of Rhea or its shadovJ." In fair seeing on February 17 he 
~ould not see Tethys or its shado-vr. Hare has looked for possible detail o:1 Titan 
(du~meter e.bout 0'~9) but has been able to distinguish only a bright center and 
dusky edges - in seeming a.'1alogy with Snturn and Jupiter. Our readers might like 
to watch for an eclipse of Titan from 2h 43m to 5h 23m on April 29 and for tran
sitshof' its shadow from 22h 31m to 1h 1m on April 20-21 and ac;ain from 21h 17m 
to O· 43m on Hay 6-7. 
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In the January and February issues vie described a very curious difference 
in the relative br:tghtnesses of the east and west arns of the rings. From 
November 14, 19L,9, to January 18, 1950, Haas always found the west arm to be the 
brighter ,,Jith \-Jratten Filter 47 (blue), while there was little or no difference 
1-Ji th other filters or vJi thout a filter. In more recent v-ievrs the effect,. -vrhat
ever its cmlSe can be, has been more variable and is certainly novJ much less de
finite than last autumn. Hurayama on Harch 1 at 13h om fou:1d the west ffi'm a 
little the brighter with 1-Jratten Filter 49 ·(blue), using an 8-inch reflector at 
90X. There was no difference without a filter. Johnson has mco.nined the ring
arms vrith these filters: red(A), yellow (G), green (X .... 2),and bhl(J (:~odnchrome). 
He could detect no difference in brightness on February4, March 6, or Harch 15. 
On February 24 the east arm vras J2.2.§§.];bl;y sli;;htly brighter vri th the red filter, 
but this appearance vras very uncertaj_n. Brinckman has reported examining the 
ring-arms, usually vrith several c9lor filters, on 11 occasions from January 8 to 
Harch 3. The west arm vras oftei1, but not alHays, bri[ihter than~ the east arr;1 with 
blue filters, especially vrith C5. Observing with Brinc1:man. at 6h 35m on January 
27' 11. Schilling independently and Hi thout fcroknowledge· called the west. arrtl 
somevrhat broader and brighter with Filter C 5. Brinckman usually found the ring
arms equally br it;h t with non-blue filters and vri th no filter, and his repo:ct sug
gests that the greater brightness of the v!Ost arm in blue dirainished or vanished 
after February 12. From January 31 to }larch 19 Haas mad~ 28 examinations of the 
ring-arr1s with 'VJratten Filters 25 (red), 58 (green), ·and 47 (blue). i:~xcept on 
l1arch 19, he'used his 6-inch :reflector. Hith the blue 'filter the west arm was 
the brighter on 13 occ:-s:ons; the east ar.mpn,ll. The difference in briGhtness 
vms usually slight. Hi th the red filter the -west arm 1;jas the brighter 1 .. times; 
the east arm, 3 times. There was rarely any difference with tae green filter or 
no filter. The indicated variations were apparently random in nature. vJhen.the 
cast arm -vms the brighter in blue, the vl8st arm -vms sometimes the briGhter in 
red, and conversely. Haas occasionally made hro observations a f8'u· hours apart 
on the same night, and these sometimes revealed a definite change in S,'lJ.Ch a 
2hort period. For example, an FeLruary 22 at 8h 46m Filter 47 showed the -vwst 
arm distinctly the brighter, but at 1oh 32m on the same date the same filter 
2'1:::Med the east arm.perhaps slightly the brighter. 

If the phenomenon in question is· closely related to the Saturnicentric 
pcsitions of the earth and the sun, then the passage of opposit:ron on Hai'ch 7 
r;,ay well be significant. Hence, careful observations with color filters should 
be continued; and Ehg_!;ogEQ.EQ§ }!l.:tl:?: fi);,:t_cr:.~ :re still Y.~F.Y. IQ:t:!-£h 5~-~-S.tE:.9Q .. 

In recent issues vre ·have liste8: central meridian trRnsits of the terminal 
e.::nds of a darker section of the soutli component of tho Nort~1 Temperate Belt. Its 
r:10tion has been most remarkable. Althongh the period of 1·otation was neo.r 10 
hrs.;l4 mins. I·Ihen the section was first observed oh Fov.ember 3, 191 .. 9, this 
period shortened with the passage of time and by January 20, 1950, had reached 
the §:B.§.~JQ.G value of about 9 hrs., L.,.O mins! It is- the editorls interpretation 
that the follo-vring central meridian transits relate to this same darker section. 

Prcc. End Fol. End 
_Q.§n.~E§:!-_ _ c ~!2~E.9:1 ·Date Conditions - .... ,...,_,. ___ . __ 

1.950' .January 31 Haas. 6h 32m poor 

February 1 l "r, r-l'C' 
.C.l.C"-'1..0 1oh 5lm poor to fair 

February 2 Haas 6 6 6 46 fair 
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Free. End Fol. End 
Date Ob~E.Y§£ Central _Qentr~ Condition§ 

1950, February 22 Haas 8h 18m(?) poor to fair 

February 26 Haas 8 27 fair 

February 28 Cragg 7h 31m (or 8 48 (?) ·poor, then bad 
later) 

March 4 Haas 8 37 poor to fairly good 

March 6 Haas 7 37 8 25 poor to fair 

·March 12 Haas 8 5 poor to fair 

March 14 Haas 7 59 fair to good 

These observations would indicate that the period is still shortening, 
tl10ugh nqw siowly~ They give a :period near 9 hrs., 38 mins~ on February 1 1 near 
9.hrs~, 37 niins. on February 26, and.near 9hrs., 35 mins. on March 14. These 
amazing ·values appear to be proved by the transits on February 1 and 2; faulty 
j_clentification can hardly co:n.e into play vTith observations only two rotations of 
S·:>.turh apart, and the correctness of the identification (hence of the rotation
·y~:t'iod) is clinched by the fact that a small dark spot in the belt was observed 
J~"..st preceding the preceding end of tho section on both February 1 and 2. From 
~n:~d.:..January to mid-March Haas found the dBrker section .difficult to distinGuish 
Ln the intensely dark North Temperate Belt South. Indeed, it was not seen at 
all -vrhen either in transit or close to the central meridian (as judged by the 
C.H. · transits listed in this periodical) by Hare on January 20, by Cragg on 
Jr·.nuary 17,-· or by Johnson on February 4 and 12. However, drawings by Cragg on 
1i'ebruary 12, 18, and 22 appear to sho1:1 the following end ·of the: darker section 
:1.n approxiiil.ately the position vJhere the transits listed above would lead us to 
;;ypect it. CragG's drawing on February 213 shows a short gap between the prec. 
eC'd of this darker section ·(very intense on his drawing) and 'the fol. end ·of· a 
::anger darker section in the same belt.- Cn February 22 & 26Haas _§Espected many 

i<.:nots and irregularities in our fast-moving darker section. 

On February 25 Cragg observed a different and intense · darl:er section in 
th-is same N.T.B.I!~ He found its fol. end to be in transit at gh 26m. If this 
fol. end may be identified with the fol. end of a "notably dark section" of 
',;j_ich Haas secured a C.H. transit . at 7h 56m on February 19 and if 14 rotations 
intervened, there results a·rotation-period of 1oh 19~~. 

On March 15 E. E. Hare wrote in part as follows: "There is a surprising 
thing about Saturn's Crape Band- instead of a single dark line it is now two 
d.<'.rk lines ! They are almost in contact a.t the C .M., separating a little towards 
the limbs. The t-vm were first seen divided on March 10, btit I could hardly be-
~.ieve it. However, confirmation on Harch 14 and 15 .. can leave no doubt .of it. 
'l'l1ey are still difficult to. resolve at the c.enter a..'Yld are aoout equal in width. 
:~ judge the separation at the Q.H •. to be 0~3 or 0~4, c·enter to center. The 
Place southern might be a belt, but it looks to be much too dark. 11 It vrould be 
\Jell to have confirnr.tion of this doubling o·f the Crape Band by other observers; 
fair;Ly large and excellent telescopes are probably necessary here. On March 1'5 
the Crape Band·consisted partly of the shadow of Ring,B but chiefly of the shad
ow of Ring c.· One may v.ronc1er whet~1er the· separating brighter line could be due 
to sunlight passing thr0ugl:J. a division in the rings, presumably either the Fifth 
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Division between Rings B and .C or the Sixth Division ne:'.r. the middle of c. The 
width, however, of a brig,hter line thus p:;.1 oducecl would be ~;]£ small, near 1Iarch 
15 only about 0~101 ·at the C .H. for a gap in the rings 1,000 miles 'Hide. ·!'..Q.~sib~ 
visible? 

Discussion of the Saturnian shadovls in February and March will be deferred 
to a later issue. 1-Je mention here, however, that the Crape Band just south of 
the Ring B projection grevJ very conspicuous as the shadow of Ring C became vi.si
ble there and increased in breadth. By the middle of March the Band was easier 
to see than any cloud-belt. Nuch the same thing happened in 1948 and 1949 •. He 
thus now have yet more evidence - if it be needed - that the Crape Band is the 
shadow of Rine G, !!Ot its projection. Our observers could not see the C pr~jec
tion last autumn. 

Nomenclature for Saturnian belts and zones is indicated by Figure 1 on pt;.l 
of the Harch issue. The Equatorial Zone was still much the brightest part of 
the ball from January to Mar:ch, and the North Tropical Zone carne next. The rest, 
of the globe was rather dusky and was capped by still darker polar · shadings. 
The South Equatorial Belt and the North Temperate Belt were the most ·conspicuous· 
iJelts, the latter probably a~era.ging the more conspicuous. Both 'Cionsisted. of 
-cvo components, and with both the cOmponent ner.rer the equator vlas ·usually the 
ri<=trker. Cragg on January 31 sa\v a very narrow brighter zone just south of the 
~T. T. B. The observers were in some agreement upon the presence of two or three 
:'.fllicate belts south of the S.E._B., the plainest of v1hich was· about half-vmy from 
the south edge of the S.E.B.s to the north edge of the shaded South Polar Region. 
~J.ikewise, several observers recorded a far northern belt· perhaps rather closer 
c/') the north limb than to the N. T .B.n. The Equatorial Band was very thin and 
hence delicate, though perhaps plainer than iri the.last month~ of 1949. All ob
rervers easily saw Cassini' s Division at the ansae and darl: sky between the 
r:i.ngs and the ball. Brinckman, Cragg, Hare, and Johnson qlearly perceived Ring 
-::. 1.t the ansae in spite o'f the fact · that the rings are almost ed,ge-on. This 
;~e:1metric condition makes it still more surprising that EncJce 1 s Division i~ Ring 
..1. :1as been glimpsed at the ansae by several observers, and Crngg in Januai·y a.."1d 
?ebruary in addition caught eliimpses of tvl("' divisions in· Ring B. Six different 
:baervers agree that the shado-t·l of the rings on the ball, ·pre~ent just north of 
:he projected rings up to Marc:h 3, bent nortlnmrd at the limbs of Saturn; and 
·amputations by L. T. Johnson verify tha·c such an aspect was indeed actually pre
'ent. Hare in an excellent vimr on January ZJ thoueht the pr.ojected rings 
·!hi ter than the globe. On 11arch 5 Hac.s; confirmed by D. S. 11ise, sau the...rn 
~1c-ighter than the ball behind them. In Harch the Crape Band looked brown to 
T,u~e, as it also did to Haas.· · Is the light reddened by pass in~ 'through 'Ring C? 
_''.1e ball of Saturn was no longer more dusky south of the S.E.B. than north of 
.:..'."le N~T.B., an aspect present throughout 1949. 

On February 18 T. Cragg carried out a me:r'i torous program by measuring the 
Latitudes of various belt-edges and zone-edges with the filar micrometer attached 
c,o the Gr.iff:i, th Observato:t'y 12;...inch refractor·. ·His procedure was .to determin.e 
::he position of each ~dge measured as a fraction, namely, .its measured distance 
:·rom the north limo of Se.turn ·divided by the measured polar diameter of the 
1lc.n~t. The editor has computed from Cragg',s measures the Sat~rEi-E£~pic (not 
3aturnicentric) latitudes. of the positions measured, as follows: s. edge N. N. 
'emp. Belt, 40~5 no'i>th; 'N. edge N. component N. Temp. Belt, 31~8 north; s. edge 
1. component N. Temp. Belt, 19~6 north; n. _edge Equatorial Zone (N. Trop. Zone?), 
17~3 north; S~ edge Equatorial Zone,, 12~2 south;. N. edge N. component S. Equa
torial Belt, 14~5 south; 3. edge a cornponent s. Equatorial Belt, 23<?4 south • 
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A comparison of Cragg's values uith ones reported in our .Tune,l947,and September, 
1948, issues suggests forcibly that the South Equatorj_al Belt has narro-vred con
sideraply since the 19/IJ-7 apparition,· the north and south edges ha.ving each 
moved towards the other. Additional micrometric Saturnian latitude-measures 
will be a valuable addition to om· studies of the nlanet. 

. < 

The attention of readers is directed to the map of Mars reproduce('l on pg.l; 
it is hoped that they will find it useful. It is the editor's opinion that this 
map by Flammarion and Antoniadi is one of the most usable ones ever made of the 
plenet. The map cannot fail to aid in foll01.Jirig diScussions of Martian features 
in this issue and subsequent ones. However, the beginner. should be warned that 
Hm~tian detail changes both seasonally and otherHise and may fail to conform ex
actly to this chart or any other one. The advanced student of Hars will indeed 
ordinarily use not one map of Mars but several. 

Duri~g the last month we have received reports on Mars from these colleagues: 
p.P. Barcroft (6-inch reflector), L. Bellot (6-inch reflector,l2-inch refractor), 
P. D. Bevis (6..;.inch reflector, 10-inch reflector), F. E. Brincl::man, Jr. (6-inch 
reflector, 12-inch refractor), T. R. Cave, Jr., (8-inch reflector, 12-inch re
~'ractor), · P. Chorley (6-inch reflector, 3.5-inch reflector), ·T. Cragg (6-inch 
reflector, 12-inch refractor), s. Ebisawa (7-inch reflector), vl. H. Haas 
(6-inch reflector, 12-inch reflector, 17•inch reflector), E. E. Hare (12-inch 
reflector), T. HOive (1.5-inch refractor)~ L. T. Johnson (10-inch reflector), S~ 
Fu,rayama (8-inch refractor,· 6-inch :reflector), D. 0 1Toole (6-inch reflector), 
T,. Saheki (8-:inch reflector), and H. P. vJilkins (15-inch reflector). It is good 
to see such a long· list of observers! ·On April 15th the angular diameter of 
Mars will be 13~7, quite large enough ·for good results on detail. The north 
pole will be tipped toward the earth by 23 degrees.· The summer solstice of the 
northern hemisphere having occurred on Na:::.'ch 14, quantity0will be· 1040 •.. 

In our February and l:Iarch issues ~m discussed a projecting gray Ctoud ob
served on the south limb of Mars b'r Mr. Tsuneo Saheld. in Japan nenr 1911 30m on 
January 15 (Universal Time here and later). }:!r. Snheki in. correspondence has 
given some additional information on this object. He was unable to observe 
Hars for some days prior to January 15 so that it is uncertain -v:hether the e;ray 
cloud was a :t).ew development on that· date, At 16h 30m on Jc:mar? 15 T. Hitarii 
B'ld S. Hatsui observed na dull whitish projection on the southl.·rest limb." 
(~Iere 11west11 probably means to the right in a simply inverted vim.v.) The editor 
w-:mld consider it likely that they saw a portion of the cloud less ~igh and 
~arther north ·in latitude than the part later observed by Saheki. T. Osa-vm at 
19h 40m found Electris dusky in excellent seeine with a 2.7-inch reflector, per
ilaps an imperfect view' of Saheki'·s gray cloud (then being observed). T.Matsumoto 
with an 8-inch reflector at 20h 20m on January 15 found Eridania to be a bright 
oval and saw no gray region, perhaps because the prominent part of the cloud 
'\·!as already passing off the disc. On January·16 at 20h 30m Hatsumoto in mediocre 
seeing found Eridania bright and noticed no.gray over Electris. From February 
1'7 to 23 Saheki found Electris to be rather dusky and ,E_o~~-i.1?1.Y to project 
s"l.ightly 1-1hen on the terminator. lll!'. Saheld determined the height of the gray 
cloud on January 15 by measuring that on his original drawing it projected by 
0~26. If we suppose that irradiation. doubled-the--true value - actually, it 
should have less effec·t for ·gray clouds than for the ordinary ·bright ones - an 
angular height of 0~13 will correspond to a linear height of about 60 mile~. 
It is true that an 8-inch telescope cannot resolve doubl$ stars 0~26 apart, but 
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experiments indicate that irregularities on a line-_ .(here th-e.limb) ·can be seen 
when their sizes are only 1/3 to 1/5 of the Dawes Thimit (or"her·e 0~19 to 0~11). 

Nm._r small near the smnmer solstice of its hemisphere, the north polar cap 
is apparently no longe1~ ah1ays brilliant and sharp, though different observers 
do not agree too well on its exact appearance, Bevis on February 27 at C, H, 
358° (central meridian of longitude) thought the eastern pro~t of the north cap 
to be dim and diffuse - as if atmospheric. Johnson found the north cap indis
tinct and inconspicuous on February 24, }1arch 6, and Harch 11 but small and 
brilliant on March ·15 in- similar seeing. On. February 5 and 7 Saheki and Mure.ymna 
found the north cap to be surrounded by a whitish ring; Saheld 1-t.rites that f'rom 
February 17 to 21 he finally saw the brilliant white ring around the cap whose 
existence he had predicted (pg. 10 of March issue) but that by March 5 this ring 
was very faint, From February 25 to March• 14 Haas often sm._r a whiteness around 
the north cap (Figure 3 on PG.·l). In connection with this ring a recent con
versation with C. W. Tombaugh, :the frunous obseraver of l-Iars lonG at the Lowell 
Observatory, was of ~reat interest. ~~. ~ombaugh thinks that the north cap 
;regularly develops a "vapor hoodtl near the surniner solstice of its hemisphere, 

, Mount Wilson and Lpwell Observatory measu.l".es • indicate that the temperature of 
Mars at the edge of the melting cap is only a few degrees above zero on the 
Centrigrade scale, Presumably, then, the Martian air becomes satill"ated with 
water vapor f'rom the melting cap; end hence mists form. On lvfarch 19 and 20 
P. R, Engle, c. w. Tombaugh, and Haas found the ~orth cap very indistinct and· 
ill-defined with tombaugh's 12-inch·reflector and Englels 17-inch reflector, 
~lthough I.Jith· poor seeing. However, the north cap was still sharp and bright 
~o Cave, Hare, and Hilkins in. March with their excellent telescopes, The cap 
was probably often brighter and more distinct in some longitudes than in others. 
The bordering north polar band became faint and very inconspicuous during Feb
rURry and lvfarch, although Cave, Hare, and Wilkins still regularly saw it during 
the later month. Darker spots and streaks in it were sometimes observed, Cragg 
drew a 11 detached. snowfield11 near the north cap on February 15 at C.H. 122°; and 
lfaas perceived a gray rift in the cap on February 25 at C.M. 350, The color of· 
the north polar band was bluish-black to 0' Toole, blue to Brinckman and Wilkins, 
and more nearly gray to Hare, Several observers found that the north cap was 
visible and about equally bright -vrith all color filters employed • 

. 
l!le give recent measures of the angular diameter of the north cap. Brinclnnan 

secured from visual estimates avera~e values of 230 on February 8 and 13 (2 
estimates) and 130 on March 3 and 11 (2 estimates). Cave estimated approximately 
10° on March 11. Cragg obtained from measures of 5 drmdngs an average diameter 
of 19° from February 15 to 28. Hurayama has reported 260 for February 6 fu"ld 81 
18° for February 19 and 22, and 90 for 1-:Iarch 1 and 2, eo.ch value being an aver-
aGe of 2 drawings. He i.JOnders whether the india a ted rapid melting may be re-
lated to the great·sunspot observed in Febr~ary, Johnson obtained 16° on Feb.· 
24, 18° on l'-1arch 6, and 110 on Narch 11 and 15. Saheki writes that the diameter, 
~2!:r~ct_~.3 fo! t~,;J;.~ of _§?Ci,£, was 21° on January 27 and !!-£lout 180 on February 23. 
He further reports that the melting is thus about 20 days fttrther advanced than 
is normal for the. Martian date, the present year being thus a warm one there. 
0 1Toole reports· these values from measures of drm!ings: · 54° on November ·24, 40° 
on December 22, 36° on January 24, 390 on January 29, 300 on January 31 and 
February ll, and 25° on February 19 ·and 26. Hax-e t s estimatos show a steady de
or ease:: l'l·r>m 15° on l"t::bl'1lary :2D to Jf)O ou March 14. Haas ohtaiued 350 on February 
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25 (including the nvapor hoodn) and an average of 170 from March 4 to 14 (6 
drawings). An estimate in briefly excellent seeing on the last date gave him 
10°, It appears likely that melting was still in progress on March 14J the date 
of the summer solstice. 

Different observers show the south polar cap ver-y differently; but there can 
be no doubt that it is still rapidly and extremely variable in size, shapej and 
brightness-in other words, atmospheric. The south cap of many observers is very 
probably composed of such far s.uthern bright areas as Bellas, Eridania1 and 
Argyre I. O'Toole twice suspected the south cap to be unequally bright in its 
different parts. From mid-February to mid-March it was sometimes definitely 
brighter than the north cap. Haas often found the south cap to be brighter with 
a red filter than with green or blue filters, presumably meaning that it was a 
dust cloud. Also, the south cap looked yellowish to OITooleo A very small num
ber of measures or estimates of the diameter of the south cap range from 14° to 
74°. 

Variable bright areas have been very common; l~rs is literally having a 
Hcloudy season.n Jvlcst of these have been seen in low latit,.des on either the 
E:unrise limb or the sunset terminator (Figures 1 and .3 on pg. 1), Views with 
color filters by several different observers show that many, probably most, of 
these clouds are brightest in blue light (Type I),1 others, however, are brightest 
in yellow (Type II). Haas has found blue clouds in low latitudes so common that 
r'3 wonders whether a cloud-belt encircles the whole planet, the clouds either 
cissipating during tho day or else being invisible against the more brightly lit 
central portions of Marso A surprisingly large nt~bor of possible cloud-projec
~ions has been reported; we shall attempt a swnrnary, Cave on January 28 sus
pected a very white area to project upon the limb (Figure 8 on pg~ 1 of March 
issue). The amount of the projecting was certainly less than 111 o The "pfiojec
tion11 was first noticed at 9h 5lm, Co M0 = 300°, was most intense near 10 1.3m, 
C .• M. = .307°, and was visible until after 1oh 22m., On February 27 at C ol'f• .342° 
bvis saw a bright yellow cloud projecting en the sunrise limb; the approximate 
r;osi tion would be latitude 100 south, lcmgitude 720. 

At C.H • .358° the same cloud viaS observed inside the limb. Hare on February 
27 saw nothing of Bevis' cloud in good views at C,M. 1s, .331° and 0°. At C,H. 
330° on February 28 Bevis saw the cloud again on the limb (Figure 1); it was 
di:rn.mer and did not project. Neither did it project for Cragg at C.,H. J50° on 
~,his date. Cragg on February 15 at C.M. 122° saw a yellow cloud (same color as 
ciesert regions without a filter) ap1Jarently projecting on tho sunset terminator. 
':2~e position was .§:bouJ: latitude 10° north, longitude 57°. Cragg writes that he 
c::>mputed the height to be 15 miles; this value is so grGat that he wonders wheth
er the projection was not anirradiative effect. Observing :tvla.rs at the ve.ry § .. Sl:Jl!Q 
.~;i;me, Haas confirmed well the position of Cragg 1 s area and §.:J§.TIQ£teg it uf pro
jecting slightly. 0 1'l'oole on February 11 at C .H. 220° suspected both polar caps 
to project off the edge of the disc a little. (Could there be any relation to 
Saheki 1s suspected February projectmg of m.ectris't) On February 19 at C.H. 64° 
0 1Toole noted a large, brilliant, and very prominent white area on the sunset 
terminator. It projected; and the position of the projecting part would be n·car 
latitude 10° north, lonzitude .35T. Haas at the same time S3.W nothing of this 
object, unless as a whiteness of Cydonia. There is ahrays a ric.k, of course, 
that a suspected .Projection may be merely an effect of irradiation. Perhaps the 
jest argmaent for the reality of those listed above is that our observers on 
other occasions have not considered clouds of similar brightness and likewise at 
the edge of Mars to project. It is unfortunate that nothing has been determined 
about the possible subsequent drifts of these clouds over the surface of Mnrs. 
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